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Abstract—Channel shortening filters have been used in acous-
tics to reduce reverberation, in error control decoding to reduce
complexity, and in communication systems to reduce inter-symbol
interference. The cascade of a channel and a channel shortening
filter would produce an overall impulse response that has more
of the energy in the channel impulse response compacted into
fewer adjacent samples. Once designed, channel shortening filters
operate on a per-sample basis. In this paper, we evaluate sparse
FIR filters, which use more design complexity and less per-sample
processing complexity, for channel shortening. Our contributions
include (1) proposing a new sparse FIR filter design method
for channel shortening, and (2) evaluating design tradeoffs in
energy compaction vs. implementation complexity for sparse
and non-sparse FIR filters. Our simulation results for ADSL
channels show that sparse designs could achieve the same energy
compaction with half as many coefficients than non-sparse FIR
filters for low filter orders.

Index Terms: channel shortening, sparse filters, time-domain
equalizers, discrete multi-tone modulation, reverberant channels

I. INTRODUCTION

In many discrete-time signal processing systems, the dis-
tortion caused by signals passing through the environment is
modelled as a discrete-time finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
This FIR filter is commonly known as a channel. An important
property of the channel is its delay spread, defined as the
duration in time, or samples, for which the channel impulse
response has significant energy. In many applications, a large
delay spread causes impairments in processing signals that
have passed through this channel. For example, a large delay
spread manifests as reverberation in acoustic channels, causes
inter-symbol interference (ISI) in multi-carrier communication
systems [1] and increases complexity of sequence estimators
such as the Viterbi decoder [2].

Channel shortening equalizers are designed to combat the
problems posed by a large channel delay spread. The goal
of such equalizers is to ensure that the combined impulse
response of the channel and equalizer has a delay spread lower
than a certain threshold. Fig. 1 shows an example channel
impulse response and a shortened version. Such equalizers
have found widespread application in communication systems
such as Discrete Multi-Tone (DMT) modulation used in the
asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) standards. Time-
domain channel shortening filters have been well studied and
shown significant improvement in data rate performance of
DMT systems [3]–[5].

Channel shortening equalizers are designed during the train-
ing stage, when the system estimates the channel response
and designs an equalizer to optimize a suitable metric of
performance. One optimization metric is to maximize the
output signal-to-interference ratio also known as the shortened
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Fig. 1. Carrier Serving Area Loop 1 channel model impulse response before
and after shortening

SNR (SSNR) [6]. Once designed, the equalizer is used to filter
the incoming signal samples in what is commonly referred to
as the runtime stage. The performance-complexity trade-off in
equalizer design arises due to the fact that longer equalizers
offer better output SSNR performance at the cost of increased
design and runtime computational complexity [5].

In this paper, we propose a new approach to channel
shortening filter design using sparse filters that do not constrain
the filter taps to be consecutive [7]. This increases the com-
putational complexity of the design process, yet the runtime
complexity is the same as that of typical FIR filter with equal
number of non-zero taps. This is useful in certain applications
where the channel response changes slowly over time, for ex-
ample, wired communication channels or room reverberation
channels. Such systems operate mostly in runtime mode and
the runtime complexity is the significant contributor to the
overall computations spent on channel shortening.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a digital signal processing system operating at
a sampling rate of R samples per second. The environmental
channel is modelled as a FIR filter with impulse response
vector h. The goal of channel shortening is to compress the
channel energy into a short time duration of Ls samples.
The performance metric, SSNR, is defined as the ratio of
the channel energy inside the shortened window of length Ls

samples to the channel energy outside this window. Higher
SSNR indicates that more energy is compressed within the
target shortening window and there is less interference causing
energy outside the target window.

Our system model operates in one of two modes: 1) training
mode or 2) runtime mode. In training mode, a transmitter sends
out known signals, using which the receiver is able to esti-
mate the channel response and subsequently design shortening



equalizers. During data transmission mode, unknown signals
are transmitted and the receiver filters incoming samples in
order to reduce the effective delay spread of the channel.
We also assume that the channel changes slowly over time
and that the equalizers designed during training are effective
for a long duration in runtime. Many typical applications of
channel shortening such as wireline communication channels
and acoustic channels vary slowly over time. In such scenarios,
more channel shortening computations are performed in the
runtime stage as opposed to the training stage.

III. CHANNEL SHORTENING FILTER DESIGN

In this section, we describe the SSNR maximizing method
of channel shortening equalizer design. The energy of the
channel can be divided into two components, the signal energy
and interference energy. The signal energy component is the
energy of the channel within the cyclic prefix window, while
the interference energy component is the channel energy
outside the cyclic prefix window. If the effective channel
response after equalization is denoted by the vector heff ,
the signal energy component of the channel hwin and the
interference energy component hwall can be written as

hwin = heff (∆,∆+1,··· ,∆+LCP−1) (1)
hwall = heff (−∞,··· ,∆,∆+LCP ,··· ,∞) (2)

where ∆ is the equalizer delay, another optimization parame-
ter. We use a sub-optimal value of ∆ [8], using the expression

∆∗ = max
∆∈I

∆+Ls∑
∆

|heff |2. (3)

Here I denotes the set of integers. Henceforth, the value of
∆∗ in (3) would be implicitly assumed in the notation hwin

and hwall. The signal energy ES and interference energy EI

are

ES = hwin
Hhwin (4)

EI = hwall
Hhwall (5)

Since heff is the combined channel and channel shortening
filter response, it can be written as

heff = Hw (6)

where H is the Toeplitz convolution matrix corresponding to
the filter h and w is the column vector corresponding to the
shortening filter taps. We then combine (4) and (6) to write

ES = wHHH
winHwinw (7)

EI = wHHH
wallHwallw (8)

where Hwin and Hwall are the rows of H lying inside and
outside the cyclic prefix window, respectively, similar to the
construction of hwin and hwall from h. The output shortened
SNR (SSNR) of the effective channel response can be written

as

SSNR =
ES

EI
(9)

=
wHHH

winHwinw

wHHH
wallHwallw

(10)

=
wHAw

wHBw
(11)

where A = HH
winHwin and B = HH

wallHwall. SSNR
maximizing filters can therefore be designed using

wopt = arg max
w∈RL

wHAw

wHBw
(12)

The optimization problem in (12) can be solved [6] using the
generalized eigenvalue solution [9] as

wopt =
√
A

T
qmin (13)

where qmin is the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum
eigenvalue of the matrix

C = (
√
A)−1B(

√
A)−T (14)

IV. PROPOSED DESIGN METHOD

In the channel shortening filter design method discussed in
Section III, the filter length is constrained during optimization.
In our proposed method, we remove the constraint on the
filter taps being consecutive and instead constrain the number
of non-zero taps of the channel shortening filter and the
maximum filter delay spread. Our design algorithm yields a
sparse filter solution with L non-zero taps which would still
require L multiplications and L additions per sample of the
received signal. The length of the filter may be longer than L,
but since the rest of the filter taps have coefficient value of
zero, the corresponding computations need not be performed
during filtering.

The proposed filter design method uses two constraint
parameters, L is the number of non-zero taps in the filter and
M is the maximum allowable tap delay. We also fix the first
tap to be located at delay 0 with a value of 1.0 for the purpose
of normalization. In the following subsections we propose two
methods of selecting the locations of the non-zero filter taps.

A. Exhaustive search method

In this method, we design shortening filters for all
(
M−1
L−1

)
possible tap locations. We denote set of all the possible tap
locations that satisfy our constraints as S, where |S| =

(
M−1
L−1

)
and each element of si ∈ S is a length L vector containing the
delay values of the non-zero taps. We use a similar formulation
as shown in the MSSNR method and the new optimization is
given as

wopt = maxw∈RL;i=1,2,··· ,|S|
wHAiw

wHBiw
(15)

where

Ai = PH
i APi (16)

Bi = PH
i BPi (17)



Pi(j, k) =

{
1 if j ∈ S and k ∈ S
0 otherwise (18)

Here Pi is a L×M matrix which indexes the active taps in the
sparse filter. The equalizer design is equivalent to performing
|S| independent SSNR maximizations using (13).

B. Heuristic tap delay selection

Since the exhaustive search method would require large
number of computations during filter design, we also propose
a heuristic approach to choosing the location of the non-
zero filter taps. In such scenarios, a common approach is to
use maximal-weight selection [10] where we design a length
M dense filter and choose the strongest L taps in terms of
magnitude. The location of these strongest taps is then used
to design the sparse filter. This requires the design of one M
tap filter and one L tap filter, thereby greatly reducing the
computations needed compared to an exhaustive search.

V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

This section presents an analysis of the computational com-
plexity of our proposed filter design method. The computations
spent on channel shortening occur in two stages, during
training and data transmission. In this paper, we look at the
combined computational complexity of these two stages.

A. Runtime complexity

Since our channel shortening filters operate on the received
signal in the time domain, they demand a large amount
of computations per unit time. A filter with L non-zero
coefficients requires L multiplications and L additions per
sample during data transmission. During runtime available
computational resources are usually limited due to other signal
processing operations occurring in the system.

B. Design complexity

The design complexity is the computations that are used
to calculate the desired filter coefficients given the channel
impulse response vector. In the original algorithm the de-
sign of an L tap channel shortening equalizer requires one
Cholesky decomposition and one eigenvalue decomposition of
an L × L matrix. By adding up the complexity requirements
of the individual matrix operations [10], one can determine
the overall complexity cost of the design stage. Table II
shows the complexity in terms of multiplications and additions
during the design and data transmission stages. The proposed
design method with exhaustive search requires |S| times the
complexity of the original design method. Using the heuristic
algorithm, the design complexity reduces to one M length and
one L length filter design, which can be upper bounded by
twice the complexity of a conventional M length filter design.

As an example, we apply our channel shortening algorithms
in an ADSL communication system with sampling rate R =
2.208 MHz. Due to the per-sample nature of computations
during runtime, the runtime complexity far overshadows the
design stage complexity. Table I shows the design and one
second of runtime complexity costs for different combinations

TABLE I
COMPLEXITY COST IN NUMBER OF MULTIPLICATIONS DURING DESIGN

AND 1 MINUTE OF DATA TRANSMISSION FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS
OF DESIGN TYPE, NON-ZERO TAPS (L) AND MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE

DELAY (M ) WITH SAMPLING RATE OF 2.208 MHZ

Equalizer type Design Design + Run-time
complexity complexity

L = 8, conventional 14106 18254016(100%)
L = 6,M = 10, sparse(exhaustive) 780192 14460192(79.22%)
L = 6,M = 10, sparse(heuristic) 32832 13712832(75.12%)
L = 4,M = 10, sparse(exhaustive) 169344 9289344(50.89%)
L = 4,M = 10, sparse(heuristic) 28656 9148656(50.12%)

of filter length and design algorithms. The complexity cost is
defined as the number of multiplications needed. The number
of non-zero taps has a greater impact on the overall complexity
cost than the choice of design algorithm, even after only one
second of runtime has elapsed. Typical ADSL systems operate
for much longer before re-training.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the results of our proposed chan-
nel shortening design method. We use a DMT communication
system (e.g. ADSL) as a candidate usage scenario and Table
III shows the parameters used in our simulations. In DMT
systems, to prevent ISI at the receiver, the channel delay spread
should be less that the duration of the cyclic prefix. Our target
shortening window size Ls is therefore equal to the length of
the cyclic prefix. We tested our algorithm alongside the max
SSNR design method from [6]. The ADSL Carrier Serving
Area (CSA) Loop 1-6 channel models and two measured
ADSL channels provided by Applied Signal Technologies [3]
were used in these simulations.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the output SSNR performance of the pro-
posed design methods alongside the dense filter design using
the CSA Loop 1 and measured ADSL channel 1, respectively.
The sparse equalizer with 4 non-zero taps matches the output
SSNR of the dense equalizer with twice as many taps. Table
I shows that the overall complexity cost of the 4 tap sparse
filter is lower than that of a conventional equalizer with twice
as many taps. The heuristic algorithm also shows performance
gains compared to dense equalizers while operating at lower
design complexity compared to exhaustive search.

Fig. 4 shows the output SSNR performance vs computa-
tional complexity curve for the CSA Loop models 1-6 and the
two measured channels. The design and one second of runtime
multiplications are used as a measure of computational com-
plexity. Due to high complexity requirements during runtime,
the overall complexity is largely dependent on the number
of non-zero filter taps and does not depend significantly on
the design algorithm. Thus, from the performance vs overall
complexity tradeoff viewpoint, it is beneficial to choose a high
complexity design algorithm that yields fewer non-zero taps in
the resultant filter for the same SSNR. Fig. 4 and Table I show
that the sparse filter design method with exhaustive search pro-
vides the best performance vs overall complexity tradeoff. The
sparse filter design with heuristic search algorithm provides the
best performance vs design complexity tradeoff.



TABLE II
COMPUTATIONS REQUIRED BY CHANNEL SHORTENING DURING DESIGN AND RUNTIME. THE SPARSE EQUALIZER HAS L NON-ZERO TAPS AND A

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TAP DELAY OF M . DATA TRANSMISSION OCCURS FOR T SECONDS AT SAMPLING RATE OF R SAMPLES PER SECOND.

TEQ Stage(Equalizer type) Additions Multiplications Sq. Root
Design (Original) 21L+ 24L2 + 24L3 24L+ 24L2 + 24L3 L
Design (Sparse-Exhaustive) (21L+ 24L2 + 24L3)

(M−1
L−1

)
(24L+ 24L2 + 24L3)

(M−1
L−1

)
L
(M−1
L−1

)
Design (Spare-Heuristic) 21(M+L)+24(M2+L2+M3+L3) 24(M + L+M2 + L2 +M3 + L3) (L+M)
Runtime LRT LRT –

TABLE III
SYSTEM PARAMETERS USED IN NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Parameter Value
Sampling Rate 2.208MHz
Symbol Length 512 samples
Cyclic Prefix Length (L) 32 samples
Max. tap delay (M ) 10
Channel Model ADSL Carrier Serving Area Loops 1-6

Measured ADSL channels 1,2 [3]
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Fig. 2. Output SSNR performance of channel shortening filter design method
for CSA Loop 1 channel model
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Fig. 3. Output shortening SNR performance of channel shortening filter
design method for measured ADSL channel 1 from [3]

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a new channel shortening equalizer
design method using sparse filters. There is a large complexity
cost incurred at the design stage of such filters, compared to
previous methods of channel shortening filter design. However,
the runtime rate of computations of the sparse filters is lower
than that of dense equalizers, for the same level of SSNR per-
formance. We propose heuristic methods to reduce complexity
of the design stage with small loss in SSNR performance.
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot showing shortening SNR performance vs computational
complexity tradeoff using different channel shortening filter design methods
for Carrier Serving Area Loop and measured ADSL channel models [3]
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